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 ݩמ

ଂ·໒ឯग़ݥ

๗ғ2018ଙ11์17෭ᛗ2019ଙ1์13෭

නᳵғޮࢥᛗޮ෭ 11:00-18:00

ғก

        

ଂ·໒ឯग़ݥ——

        ୮ӡԪӡᇔ——۱ೡᜏ҅ኜᛗኞၚ——ᤩၾᥴᛗۃݝᨶ҅ࠔӞኸਂӥ

ጱ“ᤰᗝ”ᇔᨶ҅ํݝ“”̶Ӟ᩸ڔრԭ҅Ӟ݈ڔ୭ԭ̶ฎՋԍ݈҅ޱ፳Ջ

ԍ҅ᬯฎ໒ឯग़ࣁᬦ݄پଙጱᜏ֢ڠӾ೮ᖅဳىጱᳯ̶֢᷌ڠᜏጱᬦᑕࣁᜏᤩڠ

তԧ̶ᬯฎӞᐿኞၚොୗ҅Ӟᐿ“፡”ጱොୗғ᭐ᬦᇔቘӮኴ҅᭐ᬦٌஉԋڹԏڊ֢

ᳵጱዳᝒႰԤ݄҅ݎሿๅग़ጱᖌଶ̵ாଶӨᥤ̶౯ժޮ᭺ጱӮኴ꧌ჿԧ෫Өևྲጱ

ᗦ҅ᆐᘒय़ग़හՈྌᥤᘒӧᥠ̶ԭᛔ૩෫ဩ“፡ᥠ”ቘᥴጱԪᇔ҅՜ժೠᥤ̵

ணኜᛗᑍԏԅᚣࣕӪᴱ̶ᜋ̵ᨶ̵ා̵ञᑌӞ॒ጱӧፘىጱԪᇔ̵୵ᇫӨ୵ୗ̵

ܲӧกጱଉᇔկ᮷ᭁ०ࣁᤩ᭳ጱӮኴ……ᬯԶեՈచ॰ጱԪᇔᤩ᪢᪭̵᭳ḝ

ᴻ҅ࢩԅਙժ፡᩸Ӟӧ꧊҅ݝᚆᤩ୮౮࣯ऴईധ̶๚ጱᐒ݈܄ਖ਼֊ᒈٌӤ҅ᘒ

ྌڹጱวᥡᛔ૩ྋ᪴ࣁᚕӥጱԪᇔӞ෫ಅᎣ̶ᬯᐿሿࣁಅํ۸Ӿ᮷ํݎኞ҅ᘒ

Ӿ̶ୌᒺ̵֘ۖݒӧෙጱࣁӞፗ॒܄ጱᐒଙ҅۹Ղپ੦ኜ̶໒ឯग़᧔҅“ᬪӾࣁ

ಅኞၚᤩӧෙᥴ̵ങᏦ̵ᏹ౮इ̶”౯ժᧆই֜ᴥྊᮎԶ۠ӧݢጱԪᇔ݈҅ই

᭜ጱᤈۖଫᬯӞᳯڠᥴҘ໒ឯग़ೠአᜏ̵አᥡ፡Өྌ෫ဩፘጱԪᇔஂݶ֜

̶᷌՜ࣁᮎԶᤩኼᤩވਧጱԪᇔӾᬙڊڦಅᵌތጱ፥ྋጱ᯿ᥝհ꧊҅ଚਖ਼ٌሿڊ

̶՜ጱᜏӞොᶎฎྜᯡጱ“ፗᶎሿਫ”ԏ֢҅ݚӞොᶎ݈ړ܈ᦻ҅զמի̵๚ᤩ፡

ଳݳᏈᏦᇔ̵ᵞ॔ץಅ᧲෫አԏᇔጱհ꧊̵ݢ፥ቘԏᆽԅचᎪ̶᭗ᬦ᯿ෛᦊጱ๕ک

ᇔ҅᭗ᬦԅਙժݷଚᩙԨਙժਞԏ҅໒ឯग़ᕳኞၚဳفԧෛጱ୵ୗ҅Ԟ૪᭙ԏ

ᇔӾയڊԧෛኞ̶

“౯ժಅࣁጱᐒ॒܄ԭᬯӞᇆวᥡ୮Ӿғਙྋᤩᖨౌೆྪ̵ᑏᴻ̵ᙏᥴ҅ᬰᘒᤩ

ᤰܜفᬩᩳ᭳ኸࣁᖖᜋရӥᶎ̶ᬯԶ፡Ӥ݄ই᩸ݶչӯᵃጱᖖᜋရ҅ᤩአᴥྊ

य़ᷚਖ਼౯ժኞၚጱ๋ݸӞᑕԞ᥄ᬰࢫࢫဉଚکڨӮኴੱ१̶݄”  
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Ԇܱ

ଂ·໒ឯग़ݥ——   

        ᬰفԆܱ֦ݸಅ፡کጱᒫӞկ֢ߝฎܛഝӞෆᶎाጱय़ጱૡ֢ਰഭᑕᤒ҅ᬯկ֢

ૡ֢ਰૡ֢ጱଙ์෭̶ᮎԶ᭗ଉᤩࣁԅ̶̽̾Ӟୟჿፓᜋᕕጱ෭ᑕᓾ҅ᦕ୯፳ݷߝ

୮֢ଳߝӶᬰ“ᓟ”ҁ࣯ᓟ҂ጱӳᥜᤩතᵞ᩸҅ᩙԨෛጱհ꧊ଚ᯿ෛզڥአ̶ඇᏦ

ጱኮᑤ̵ᲀྪጱᕲኮ̵෭ଉ̵࣯Ꮘഖᇔ̵ᵦयᏦᇆ̵ۄץᬟා̵Ӷᇔ̵ഗ೬ಅ҅

ӧӞᘒ᪃҅᮷ᤩੜஞ݈ᵋਂᬰӞୟࣳᗑ໒᯾̶

        Ӥᤈԏ᪠ํצḒጱா̶ᨄܑฎԅԧ̶܋ᏈᏦฎԅԧ឴ݐ୩य़ጱᚆᰁ̶ༀৼ෫ᦞ

ԎᬮฎԎӤ᮷ݻஃๅṛ॒ጱ᭗᭲҅֕ᬯԶ᭗᭲Ԟஃஃޱ፳ᝒݑᛔ౯ވ

ਧ̶֊ᒈԭॅኮڹጱༀৼᵦय̽ल૬ේਞٌ֢̾҅ݷߝრԭزلԫӮᕉጱӞ֖चර

ྚ᭲ᘏ҅ཾၖَݘရኮӾྌՈᇔग़ํൈᕲ——ल૬ේਞᤩഌᕬࣁӞ༒Ӥ҅ӾԤᓞ

ᘒྒ̶ᵦयᙧݸጱॅኮޝڞሿԧݚӞ֖ࣀᕪՈᇔݪݍҁStephen҂ᤩԤᎪᏊྒጱ

ᶎ҅՜ݶฎࢩԅמիᘨᑝचᘒྚᵙ̶ᏦᎪᚾࣘᛔӞկ؍ጱ֢ګَݘՈᇔཛྷࣳጱ

ཛྷٍ҅உݢᚆԏڹฎࣁᜏᴺ໊ጱᜏӫӱአኞᬰᤈᕍᜏٍᕲኮጱර᭲

̶ٍᬯԶᎪᚾࣘᕍ̵ٳ၄ጮ҅ݶ݈Ა̵ဃ᯿ֵ҅ՈᘶమॅکኮӾᮎԶᤩാݻஞמի

ԏՈጱᮻ२ӨᦧڣԏᎪ̶

        ໒ឯग़ጱ̽̾ݩמᔮڜզ؍ጱ෪ଁ̵ཞଏولຽᦩᇔᒵܻአԭփᬡᇙਧ௳מ

ᥡᅩጱᇔկ֢ԅᔰ̶ᬯԶාᤩۄᏦᆐݸᩂᔲࣁ᭐กᚇᇆӤ҅ԋٰᕮԭӞᐿฮ

ဋ᭗०පጱᇫாғਙժಜใᘉ҅ࣁᑮ࿈ӾᙲԤӶڊӞय़ञਁྮ҅ڊݎ෫ևེጱ्ᶪ

ᏈᏦጱ̶“ᬯԶݝฎᏦᇆ҅ು༷ஷ҅ӞԶੴ᮱҅ᐏ፳ٌ॒ڊᮎԶեՈᆧఀጱ

ޞᎨူଠඎ̵ኪᥤӨଠ෫ᕚኪࣁᑮ࿈Ӿ҅ࣁ꧌҅ࣁ෫॒ӧݩמ໒ឯग़᧔̶᭲”̶௳מ

Ӿ̶உग़ࢩײԅᗑᕶӧঅ̵ॠᕚඳᵑᵑᏥ҅מ௳ᤩ᷶ץӞෛ҅֕ਙժጱ्ᶪᬮฎ

೮ᖅӧෙփ᭓፳҅ᦖᬿݒഘӧਧጱඳԪ̶౯ੜࣁײᗦ҅ৼժԏᳵտሻӞӻݞ

؉“ኪᦾ”ጱ౭ҁٖጱ“փᦾᒻ”౭ᔄݶ҂̶ӞӻՈݚӞӻՈᘦӞྦྷᦾ҅ᬯᒫ

ԫӻՈٚਖ਼ݶӞྦྷᦾݚࣁӞӻੜᘦᬟ॔ᬿӞ᭭҅ইྌփ᭓̶ၞࣁᕪහӻՈጱ̵ݗᘦ̵ᚏ

ԏ҅ݸᮎྦྷ૪ᆐᶎፓقᶋ҅ݒ౮ݝฎٌრ१ጱӞᐿು༷ஷԧ҅֕ᮎԶඳԪᇇՖᆐ

ᮎԶ౯෫ࣁᇔկฎெᥡාཻࡅӾতᕣಝᄍ᯿ᥝᜋ̶౯ߝ౯ጱ֢ࣁᵋᆐ؍“

ဩഩഴጱᬦᑕӾᘸᵞکӞ᩸ጱ҅੪؟ၒᅒݎኞݸጱ֟ူᮎ̶”
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ํ᪁̶̽̾ݩמᬯӞᔮڜኮ֢ݶ᩻᩼ԧ҅ኜᛗฎํތԎጱ̶ਙժݢզՐݝฎᭁ

Ո̵սᗦጱᜏ֢҅ߝԞֵ౯ժమ᩸ኞၚӾጱஉग़ӳᥜ̶֦ᧆெԍ݄ൈᬿӞڜᜋᕕଃ

ጱᴚշҘᷟ៧ጱᕕ፳ՋԍҘᬯํ֜ތԎҘեՈيॳ……ٖஞᵵᷖ……ᗦও̶ᬯ੪

᪃ड़ԧѺ

ੜܱ

        ̽ᛔṐṋԏၹጱᦸ̾——ੜܱಅᐏጱᬯկ५ፓᵦयኧጮᜋᎪᚾ๙౮҅ᤩ

Ӟय़ୟჿᦡᦇࢶໜጱႮ᠗ᜋᑻ૽ಅሾᕰ̶፡᩸੪؟Ӟۅྒၹകڊጱय़ṋṒ҅ᤒᶎ

ᤩቊᩃጱᎯᇔፉಅᥟፍ҅୵౮Ӟ੶Ꮭॎ̶ࣁᬯۅṋṒӾᳵ҅ఏ፳Ӟ౼ᤩᅹᆌጱἓᜋṐ

ṋ҅ࣁጮᜋṋṒٖဠ֜پᇫᣅᢲᑯ҅ᩙԨٌێᰁጱඪඅ̶ἓᜋṐṋ୵֒ༀৼ҅ኧਙ҅

Ӟෆۅ֛զࣁහጯኜᛗහ܉ଙݸᚙᐶٯ٩ጱႮၹ҅ଚᤩሿࣁಅํՈ፲̶ڹᬯฎӞկ

ᧂᘒᐟᑃጱ᭳Ծ҅กᏟጱᑀړᔄဩ෫ဩᭇአԭਙ҅֕ਙܩᕳ౯ժଃ๕Ӟଏ᯿ኞ

ጱࢶว̶Ӟկᭁ᭔ጱԪᇔ҅ኞ҅ᤩڣᕳԧጱἓิ҅֕ਙՖํտکමᩜෛ

ኞ̶ᦜݢզਖ਼̽ᛔṐṋԏၹጱᦸ̾፡֢ӞḒᛔႮႵጱఘᦸ̶

SIGNAL

Stephen Gleadow 

Duration: Nov.17, 2018 - Jan.13, 2019

Opening Hours: 11:00-18:00 Thur. to Sun.

Text: James Elaine

“Our local community has been living in a landscape which is being slowly

torn down, removed, broken into bits, hauled off in trucks or left under green

tarps that resemble rolling hills created to keep the wind from carrying the

final stage of our lives to the ends of the earth in clouds of dust.”  

--Stephen Gleadow  

When all things are broken down to their essence, including art and even life
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itself, the remaining ‘installation,’ or matter, is “dust.” All things came from

dust and to dust all things return. Dust, what it is and what it means, has

been a focus in Gleadow’s art making process for the past several years. This

process begins a long time before art is ever created. It is a way of life and a

way of ‘seeing,’ seeing through the physical world, the pain and chaos into

other dimensions, attitudes, and perspectives. The world around us is so full

of incredible beauty in the places most people miss. They overlook, avoid, or

call bad or ugly what they cant ‘see’ or understand. Colors, textures,

materials, juxtapositions, shapes and forms, common objects out of context

lost in abandoned worlds…these are trampled on, forgotten, cast out

wonders that have no apparent value except to be buried in landfills where

future communities will be placed upon devoid of any understanding of

what was before and now lies beneath their feet. Every culture has this and

China has it in abundance. Gleadow states, “In recent years local

communities in Beijing have been in constant flux. Architectures, dwellings,

and lives have been deconstructed, pounded into parts, and crushed into

dust.” How can we stop the unstoppable or reconcile the irreconcilable?

Gleadow does it with his art, by acts of seeing and making. Gleadow

recognizes and brings to light the hidden and true value and worth of that

which is dismissed and denied. HIs art is, on one hand, brutally ‘in your face

reality,’ but on the other hand it is totally honest and built on a foundation of

faith, hope unseen, and love of truth. Through reclaiming that which is

viewed as worthless; mending the broken, gathering the lost, giving it a

name and a place, Gleadow brings new forms to life and new life from the

dead.

Main Gallery

“Chance and randomness play a constant role in my work. Much like the

aftermath of a flood I enjoy discovering relationships between materials and

objects that are assembled through processes that are somewhat out of my
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control.”    --Stephen Gleadow

The first thing one sees entering the main gallery space is a large wall size

studio floor-calendar titled . It is a confetti-like chronological date book

of days and months and years of working in the studio. All of the things

normally relegated to the ‘dust bin’ were collected, repurposed, and reused.

Shredded drawings, destroyed paintings, common debris, broken bits,

sculpture shards, cuttings, droppings, gleanings, and so on, carefully and

randomly archived into a giant grid. 

The way up is always down. Humility is the way to go higher. Brokenness is

the way to empowerment. Ladders serve is as literal, and figurative,

passageways to higher places but these passageways always mean suffering

and self-denial. “ ,” a Second Century Martyr for his Christian faith

and often depicted in European classical paintings tied to a tree and shot

with arrows, is the title of the ladder sculpture situated in front of the wall

mural illustrating the stoning of Stephen, a Biblical figure who also died for

his faith in Jesus Christ. The broken plaster chunks came from a found mold

of a classical figure most likely used in the art department of a local art

school to teach and instruct students in the fine art of representational

drawing. They are pure and white but sharp and heavy and resemble the

stones of scorn and judgement being hurled at the man in the mural for his

beliefs. 

Gleadow’s  drawings use found flag, banner, or signage materials

whose original purposes are to communicate specific messages and ideas.

These materials have been cut up and pressed in sheets of clear cast resin

freezing them in a permanent transient state of mis-communication as they

twist and turn littering the air with alphabet swarms of sputtering voices and

shattered words.  “The words are just fragments, abstractions, parts

Dust

Sebastian

Signal
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signaling familiar references of their origins,” says Gleadow. There are signals

everywhere filling the air in radio and short waves, TV, advertising. Often the

messages get garbed through bad internet connections, antenna reception,

or language barriers, but their voices travel on and on and on telling their

ever changing stories.  

When I was a young boy growing up in the US, children played a game

called “Telephone” where one person would whisper a story into the ear of

someone else, then that person would in turn tell the same story to another

child, and on and on. By the time this flow of words traveled through the lips

and ears and minds of several people it had completely changed and was

but an abstraction of its origins, but the stories remained interesting for

what they were. These drawings, likewise, transcend language, even

the language of meaning. They can be just fascinating and beautiful works

of art that perhaps might remind us of many things in our lives. How can

one describe a ticker tape parade? What is the language of falling paper?

What meaning does it have? Its thrilling…breathtaking…beautiful. That's

enough!

Small Gallery

, the blazing white plaster and wood

sculpture surrounded by a deep blue curtain of blueprints in the small

gallery, looks like a giant exoskeleton pulled from the Dead Sea encrusted in

treasures of minerals and salts. Suspended in its center a charred black bone

winds its way geometrically throughout the structure, giving it strength. The

bone resembles some kind of ladder upon which the entire body after

centuries or millennia finally made its way out of the cold deep up into the

air and bright light for all to see. It's a strange and mysterious relic that

defies specific scientific classification yet offers us hope, a picture of

reclamation.  It was a lost thing or being, condemned to eternal darkness,

Signal 

Poem from the Sea of Bones
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and yet was still not out of the reach of redemption and new life. You might

say that  is a love poem from the deep.

Installation view

Poem from the Sea of Bones
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